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In previous session we learned about:

Inverted indexes

Compression

Index construction

Query processing

Previous Session
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Why Evaluate?



Answering Questions about Result Quality

● Can stemming improve effectiveness?
○ Does stemming beat an unstemmed baseline?

● Is phrase search better than word search
○ Does adding quotes beat queries with no quotes?

● Does boolean information retrieval works better than simple 
inverted index with counts?
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How to Answer Research Questions

● Formulate a research question (the hypothesis)
● Design an experiment to answer the question
● Perform the experiment

○ Compare with a baseline “control”
● Does the experiment answer the question?

○ Are the results reliable? Or is it just luck?
○ Are the results important, or imperceptible?
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Which is the Best Rank Order?
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What do we need to 
Evaluate?



Overview of Information Retrieval (From Session 1)
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Overview of Information Retrieval (From Session 1)
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Cranfield Paradigm
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Cyril Cleverdon

Getting the user out of the loop → Test early, test often

Cryil Cleverdon (1950-60’s) developed Cranfield paradigm:
● Fixed set of queries (topics)
● Fixed set of documents (collection)
● Fixed set of relevance judgements
● Effectiveness measure (how good the result is)

Notes:
● The lists of relevant document for each topic is complete
● Relevance is approximated by topical similarity
● Test collection can be reused many times to compare different systems



A Test Collection

A Collection of items to be found

A Set of Topics
● A topic in test collection is like a user in the real world
● They issue a query related to an information need. A topic typically includes a query 

together with some further description of the information need
○ Manually generated
○ Integrated into the query itself 

Relevance Judgements 
● For each topic-document pair 
● Assessed by humans
● Multiple levels of relevance can be considered, such as full, partial, and non-relevant

Evaluation Protocol
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A TREC Topic

Title: Health and Computer Terminals

Description: Is it hazardous to the health of individuals to work 
with computer terminals on a daily basis?

Narrative: Relevant documents would contain any information 
that expands on any physical disorder/problems that may be 
associated with the daily working with computer terminals. Such 
things as carpel tunnel, cataracts, and fatigue have been said to 
be associated, but how widespread are these or other problems 
and what is being done to alleviate any health problems.
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Good Measures of Effectiveness

● Capture some aspect of what the user wants

● Have predictive value for other situations
○ Different queries, different document collection

● Easily replicated by other researchers

● Easily compared
○ Optimally, expressed as a single number
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Effectiveness Measures



Set-Based Effectiveness Measures
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● Precision
○ How much of what was found is relevant?
○ Often of interest, particularly for interactive searching

● Recall
○ How much of what is relevant was found?
○ Particularly important for law, patents, and medicine



Computing Precision and Recall
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Precision at 10 (P@10)
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Assume there are a total of 14 relevant documents
Let’s evaluate a system that finds 6 of those 14 in the top 20:



Non-interpolated Average Precision
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Average of precision at each retrieved relevant doc (for a topic)
Relevant docs not retrieved contribute zero to score

The 8 relevant documents not retrieved contribute eight zeros; 
AP= 1/14 (1+ 2/5 + 3/6+ 4/8+5/11+6/16) = 0.23



Mean Average Precision (MAP)
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Mean of AP over different queries

● MAP requires many relevance 
judgments in text collection

● MAP assumes user is 
interested in finding many 
relevant documents for each 
query



Scenarios
● Known-item search
● Navigational queries
● Looking for a fact

Search Length 
● Rank of the answer
● Measures a user’s effort 

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
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        RR=1               RR=0.33               RR=0.5

Mean of RR over different queries

MRR = ⅓ (1+0.33+0.5)

When there’s only 1 relevant document



Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG)
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Two assumptions:
● Highly relevant documents are more useful than marginally relevant document
● The lower the ranked position of a relevant document, the less useful it is for the 

user, since it is less likely to be examined
Uses graded relevance (0: not-relevant, 1: low, 2:medium, 3:high)

Measures the usefulness (gain), of a document based on its position in the result list
DCG is the total gain accumulated at a particular rank p

Or alternatively:



Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG)
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Comparing a search engine's performance from one query to the next cannot be consistently 
achieved using DCG alone 

The cumulative gain at each position for a chosen value of p should be normalized across 
queries

Ranking Ideal Ranking
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Incomplete Judgement
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When evaluating a system, there could be retrieved instances for which we do not 
know the relevance degree. What should we do?



Incomplete Judgement
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When evaluating a system, there could be retrieved instances for which we do not 
know the relevance degree. What should we do?

● Consider them as not relevant
● Use measures to handle incomplete judgement



Binary Preference (BPref)
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A function of how frequently relevant documents are retrieved before non-relevant documents

R: the number of judged relevant documents
r: is a relevant retrieved document
n: is a member of the first R irrelevant retrieved documents

D1 N

D2 R

D3 ?

D4 N

D5 R

D5 R

D2 R

D3 ?

D4 N

D1 N

bpref= ½ (1+1) =1



Alternatives to BPref
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Avg. nDCG' (Prime for evaluated hits only (Sakai, 2007))
Uses graded relevance (0: Not-relevant, 1: low, 2:medium, 3:high)
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Testing Systems with Assessed Only Documents
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Running systems on whole collection can be time consuming

One alternative approach is only ranking the assessed documents

Issue:
● This may make the comparison with other systems unfair
● To do a fair comparison, the systems being compared should also re-rank the 

assessed document



What is Missing?
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What is Missing?
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What if we prefer a system to return nothing if there is no relevant information?
● Penalizing systems that return non-relevant information

What if a system returns one instance multiple times? (Lack of diversity)
● Removing duplicate instances 

Are all the topics equally important? 
● Calculating the measure with weighted averaging

Does relevance means correctness?
● Changing the relevance criteria

Are the test collection really representing how good a system is?
● Doing user studies

Topic A

Topic B

Topic B

Topic C

Topic A

Topic A

Topic B

Topic C



TRECEval Tool



QREL and Retrieval Result Files
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Qrel files are judgments made by humans as to whether a document is relevant to an information need
Qrels file are in this format: query-id 0 document-id relevance

● query_id: alphanumeric sequence to identify the query
● document_id: alphanumeric sequence to identify the judged document
● relevance: the relevance score



QREL and Retrieval Result Files
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Qrel files are judgments made by humans as to whether a document is relevant to an information need
Qrels file are in this format: query-id 0 document-id relevance

● query_id: alphanumeric sequence to identify the query
● document_id: alphanumeric sequence to identify the judged document
● relevance: the relevance score

The results file: query-id Q0 document-id rank score STANDARD

● query_id: alphanumeric sequence to identify the query
● document_id: alphanumeric sequence to identify the retrieved document
● rank: integer value representing the document position in ranking
● score: integer/float value indicating the similarity score between query and document
● STANDARD: used to identify the run (run/system name)

NOTES:
● Tools such as Trec Eval, ignore the rank and use the score for ranking
● If a document is in the results file and it is not judged (not in qrel) it is considered as non-relevant

○ Solution: To measure values such as nDCG’ , you will first remove unjudged document from the 
results file

“run” - a system’s ranking of the top 1000 documents for each topic



Using Trec_Eval Tool
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Commands:
● trec_eval qrel_file run_file 

Specifying the effectiveness measure
● trec_eval qrel_file run_file -m Measure

○ trec_eval qrel_file run_file -m P.10
○ trec_eval qrel_file run_file -m ndcg_cut.10
○ trec_eval qrel_file run_file -m recip_rank

Showing results per query
● trec_eval qrel_file run_file -m Measure -q

Considering documents with relevance score of x or higher
as relevant

● trec_eval qrel_file run_file -m Measure -lx
○ trec_eval qrel_file run_file -m P.10 -l2

https://github.com/usnistgov/trec_eval 

https://github.com/usnistgov/trec_eval


Ski-Jump Plot
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Run the command as
● trec_eval qrel_file run_file -m P.10 -q > P10_per_query.tsv
● Saving the results of the command in P10_per_query.tsv file
● Can use any tool to draw the plot; here we used Excel

○ Open the TSV file
○ Remove the last line having P@10 for all the queries
○ Sort the Topics by P@10 
○ Draw the plot

Queries for which the system had a high P@10 Queries for which the system had a low P@10



Significance Test



Why Significance Test

● Do you have a meaningful improvement?
○ 0.05 (absolute) in precision might be noticed
○ 0.10 (absolute) in precision makes a difference

● If system B does better than system A in 90% of 200 queries
○ How confident are we that B is better than A?

● Using significance tests
○ System B as a new retrieval model, System A is a baseline
○ Is System B better than A?
○ Null hypothesis: There is no difference in their effectiveness
○ Alternative hypothesis: There is a difference
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Significance Test

Significance Test enables us to reject the null hypothesis (or not reject it)

May produce two types of errors:

● Type I: We reject null hypothesis by mistake (false positive)
● Type II: We accept null hypothesis by mistake (false negative)
● Increasing the number of queries (topics) will reduce the chance of Type I and II errors
● Significance level shows the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true

(e.g., significance level of 0.05 indicates 5% risk of Type I error)

One-tailed or two-tailed:

● Two-tailed: whether two system are different from one another
● One-tailed: One system is better than the other

37
Null hypothesis: There is no difference in their effectiveness



Paired Student’s T-Test

Statistical test that compares the averages/means and standard deviations of two systems 

Each Significance test has a test statistic; 

● A quantity calculated to decide whether or not the null hypothesis should be rejected
● In T-test 

● The t-distribution table is a table that shows the critical values of the t-distribution to get 
p-value
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N is the number of queries

the standard deviation of the differences

the mean of the differences



Example

The t-test enables us to reject the null hypothesis and 
conclude that ranking algorithm B is more effective than A
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For a one-tailed test, this gives a P-value of 0.02, 
which would be significant at a level of α = 0.05

https://www.sjsu.edu/faculty/gerstman/StatPrimer/t-table.pdf 

https://www.sjsu.edu/faculty/gerstman/StatPrimer/t-table.pdf


Test Collection via 
Shared-Task



Evaluation Forums for Information Retrieval
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https://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-ja.html 

https://www.clef-initiative.eu/ https://trec.nist.gov/ 

http://fire.irsi.res.in/fire/2022/home 

https://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-ja.html
https://www.clef-initiative.eu/
https://trec.nist.gov/
http://fire.irsi.res.in/fire/2022/home


Next Week
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On September 29th Dr. Michael Ekstrand 
https://md.ekstrandom.net/ 

TREC 2021 Fair Ranking Track

https://fair-trec.github.io/2021/ 

ARQMath Lab at CLEF 2019-2021
https://www.cs.rit.edu/~dprl/ARQMath/ 

https://md.ekstrandom.net/
https://fair-trec.github.io/2021/
https://www.cs.rit.edu/~dprl/ARQMath/


Summary

Today we learned about:
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Summary

Today we learned about:

● How can we distinguish effectiveness of different information retrieval model

Other effectiveness measures than Precision and Recall

Measures for unjudged assessment
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Next Session



Introduction to the Course Project
In the next class, we will review the first part of the course project

To do:
● Reading: Chapters 8 of Manning’s and Croft’s books 

● Assignment 2 already out!
● Let’s review the assignment
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Daniel Lawrence

https://usm.maine.edu/library/daniel-lawrence 

https://usm.maine.edu/library/daniel-lawrence

